ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
For ease of implementation, communications systems have been steadily converted to digital implementations. FPGA technologies and high-quality, high-speed DACs have enabled this trend. [1, 2] To make these digital implementations competitive they must have limited footprints in both size and power consumption. While much attention has been placed on high performance digital signal processing of high bit rate communications systems, little has been done to modernize legacy communication systems. To resolve this it would be ideal to implement the legacy communications in the same architecture as the new high data rate systems. The disparity of data rates can make this end difficult to obtain as legacy communications systems would require extreme upsampling in order to match the bit rates of modem approaches. Conventional upsampling approaches fall short due to the large footprints of the upsampling filters on FPGA hardware. This paper presents an architectural case study on the implementation of a direct digital synthesis of a legacy communications system. A multiply-less single stage Farrow style filter is shown which can implement virtually unlimited upsampling in a single stage. [4, 5] The MIL-STD-188-165A, an update of a legacy government standard for SHF Satellite Communications, is used to illustrate the requirements of for this upsampling.
[6] An arbitrary direct synthesis L-Band system is targeted as the modem system.
MIL-STD-188-165A WAVEFORM FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
The Type A modem has the minimum data bit rates shown in Table 1 . In addition, the exact bit rate must be selectable in increments of lkbps. As the desired implementation is for satellite communications, the carrier will be selected in L-Band,~1-2GHz.
A minimum DAC to accomplish this modulation runs at 2.3Gsps. To use this DAC with these input bit rates requires up sample ratios shown in Table 2 . The spectral mask for the MIL STD is shown in Figure 1 . The difficulty in upsampling is the fact that repeating samples creates harmonics in the spectrum which could violate the spectral mask of Figure 1 and thus interfere with other signals in the system. The filter architecture can suppress these harmonics by using multiple coefficients per filter tap . The upper bound of the harmonics for our upsampling pulse shape filter depends on the number of coefficients used for each tap. To prove this, start with the definition of the DFT in equation 1. Figure 2 shows a single channel modulator. For QPSK or OQPSK a second identical filter would be required. The parallel input nature of the DAC requires a further duplication of this architecture by a factor of 8. The look up tables (LUTs) could be shared amongst these parallel structures. A key element is the reduction of multiplies required. For BPSK and OQPSK each symbol contains sign information only . The symbol magnitude can be adjusted for in the LUTs
The access of the LUTs via a Gardner loop makes this filter a Farrow structure. This structure eliminates harmonics by providing intermediate estimates of the samples. Harmonics could be created if the rate of upsampling is greater than the number of intermediate sample estimates captured in the LUTs. Upsampling the MIL-STD-188-165A waveform without harmonics could force the LUTs to 70k coefficients per tap. The remainder of this paper shows a how these LUTs can be dramatically reduced with no impact on system performance.
Eq 1:
Rearranging the order of summation and separating the exponent yields equation 3.
Eq2:
2 in the number of coefficients per tap. This is highlighted in each graph by the star at the maximum product of the ideal filter and the harmonic mask. By 1024 coefficients the first harmonic should be no greater than -62dB. This is highly consistent with the trials with this filter architecture in both C and Matlab.
Which is really the OFT of the non-repeated spectrum, Ym(k) multiplied by a term which causes harmonics.
The result is that Y(k) can be no larger that the nonrepeated spectrum times the harmonics term. In a sense this first term becomes a harmonic mask. Figure 3 shows this mask when L = 100. Because the harmonic mask steadily decreases it is most important to worry about the first harmonic. If the filter response to the first harmonic is small enough the results of Figure 3 show that all other harmonics will be smaller.
By choosing Ym(k) to meet the filter mask in Figure  I an engineer can derive the LUT size required to prevent harmonic distortion.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the harmonic mask multiplied by ideal FIR filters using 2 to 4096 coefficients per LUT. Recall the number of coefficients per table represents the maximum up sampling without harmonics. As such the ideal filter with cutoff at I must be scaled in frequency by these numbers. So the filter with 4 coefficients has a cutoff of .25. The 8 coefficient filter has a cutoff of .125 and so on. When we up sample by repeating the filter output once, we must scale the filter pass band by another factor of 2. This is why you see the first cut off at .125 for the 4 coefficient filter. This causes a harmonic, a flipped version starting at I and moving backwards. This harmonic is multiplied by the harmonic mask which slopes to a zero at I. The results are more clearly represented in Figures 4 and 6 , where the axis is expanded to view the first harmonic. The key here is that the filter cutoff is small bringing it close to the null in the harmonic mask. The higher the number of coefficients in each filter table the more closely the cutoff is to the null. The result is that the first harmonic rolls off by about 6 dB for every factor of Table 3 shows the maximum harmonic size for each case. To confirm this I used the Simulink model to test the case where the filter had x coef/tap and the up sample rate was 2x. These graphs are shown below. They correlate well with the data in Table 3 . A model of a single filter was constructed in C and in Matlab Simulink. As a proof of concept these two models focused on the BPSK implementation of the MIL-STD modem . Encoding and modulation were not implemented.
Both models implemented the architecture of figure 2 with 18 taps/LUTs. Each LUT had a bit width of 9 bits. The Bernoulli Binary Generator generated bit streams which were filtered directly. The Matlab model generated figures 7-9, but became slow when dealing with larger up-sample rates . At higher upsample rates the C model produce faster results and gave the opportunity to take the FFT of signals with > 10 6 samples. Many tests where run with various table sizes and upsample rates. In each test the harmonics in upsampled filter response were below the ideal presented in table 3. Figures 10 and 11 show two views of an I 8 tap filter with 1024 Coefficients per tap when the upsample rate was 40k samples per bit. Higher levels of upsampling were difficult to measure accurately with the current computer power as the FFT would exceed the allowed memory space. This paper presented a methodology and test case for developing direct synthesis of low bandwidth signals. An upper bound on harmonic distortion was derived and experimentally confirmed. This paper confirms that a single stage low footprint pulse shaping filter can be used to implement legacy military communications protocols digitally .
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